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Opportunity

Brew Tea Co is an independent Manchester 
based company focusing on premium tea. They 
make awesome tea with rolled, whole leaves and 
supply proper brews to 16 countries all over the 
world.

Now five years old, Brew Tea Co have grown 
dramatically in size with eight times more people 
than when they first started. The rapid business 
growth has meant that Brew Tea Co were quickly 
outgrowing their office space and needed some 
smart thinking to adapt the space to meet their 
business needs without relocating.

Connection furniture was specified to create 
breakout, training and office spaces to help 
maximise the way the Brew Tea Co team 
operate within the existing space.

Tubes poseur table & stools
Swoosh bar stools
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Solution

Bold and bright furniture pieces were specified 
to create a vibrant and energised scheme, 
designed to complement the Brew Tea Co 
branding and business ethos.

Within the main office space, poseur height 
Centro tables with Swoosh bar stools and high 
back statement Hygge chairs were specified to 
allow informal meetings and touchdown areas 
for staff to break away from their desks.

Freestanding Rooms were installed within the 
main warehouse to create two new office and 
meeting spaces. Acoustic baffles were added 
to soften noise reverberation and glass walls 
to create a connected feeling to the rest of the 
space.

Critical to the whole space was the installation 
of a Brew Station and Tea Training area to 
encourage collaboration, knowledge sharing 
and creativity. Poseur height Tubes tables and 
stools, as well as Swoosh bar stools, were used 
to define this zone and add vibrancy to the main 
warehouse space.

Hygge high back chairs
Centro poseur table

Swoosh bar stools

Rooms with glass wall & acoustic baffles
Tubes poseur tables & stools

Swoosh bar stools


